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Dodgers, Delinquents, and What Jackie Robinson Can
Teach Us about the Intersection of Sports and the
Carceral State

Carl Suddler

I just want to say that if this can happen to a guy whose parents were virtually slaves, a guy
from a broken home, a guy whose mother worked as a domestic from sun-up to sun-down
for a number of years; if this can happen to someone who, in his early years, was a delin-
quent and who learned that he had to change his life—then it can happen to you kids out
there who think that life is against you.1

One week after being named the first Black player to be inducted to the Baseball Hall of Fame,
Jackie Robinson penned this message “for all kids—not just youngsters of [his] race,” though he
made no apologies “for being particularly interested in the youngsters of my own race for they
belong to a minority which has been abused and held back for many years.”2 The baseball
player who broke Major League Baseball’s color line in 1947 recognized the exceptional nature
of his accomplishment but also wanted the young people who looked up to him to see how
sports created opportunities for success and routes away from trouble.

In some ways, this notion that organized athletics occupied idle time and prevented crime can
be traced all the way back to the 1618 Book of Sports in which King James I of England voiced his
concern that an absence of sports on Sundays meant more idle time to be spent in alehouses.3

But, as sports historians have shown, the notion gained particular traction in the United States
during the Progressive Era, when athletics became “part of a social control movement designed
to channel people, especially working-class and immigrant youths, into safe activities.”4 Frontline
social reformers such as Jane Addams implemented recreation and sport as a key feature at the
Hull-House, a settlement house she co-founded with Ellen Gates Starr on the West Side of
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1Jackie Robinson, “Hall of Fame ‘My Greatest Thrill,’” New York Amsterdam News, Feb. 3, 1962, A9.
2Ibid.
3L. A. Govett, The King’s Book of Sports: A History of the Declarations of King James I and King Charles I as to the

Use of Lawful Sports on Sundays (London, 1890). For more on King James’s 1618 Book of Sports, see Heasim Sul,
“The King’s Book of Sports: The Nature of Leisure in Early Modern England,” International Journal of the History of
Sport 17, no. 4 (Dec. 2000): 167–79.

4On the development of sport as a means to combat idleness from the Gilded Age to the twentieth century, see Elliot
J. Gorn and Warren Goldstein, A Brief History of American Sports, 2nd ed. (Urbana, IL, 2013), 98–153, here 104.
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Chicago. Countless city youths, mostly white immigrants, who went to the Hull-House learned
that “small parks, municipal gymnasiums and schoolrooms open for recreation, can guard from
disaster.”5 This model was duplicated at settlement houses and gymnasiums across the country,
spreading a seemingly simple notion far and wide: that the value of sport lay in its ability to teach
discipline, teamwork, and leadership for future responsibilities.6

These efforts in fact often fell short because reformers sought to address character deficien-
cies instead of societal structures. “Reformers repeatedly described social problems as cultural
in origin,” historian Eric C. Schneider argues, and “focused on providing delinquents with new
cultural values while ignoring issues of economic inequality, power, and class.”7 Nevertheless
using organized sports to steer kids away from trouble gained even more popularity during
the second half of the twentieth century. This history is much less known, and among the
most unheralded athletes to commit time and money to combatting postwar juvenile delin-
quency from the earliest days of his professional baseball career was Jackie Robinson. His
efforts ranged from various institutional endeavors to everyday conversations. Robinson, and
his Dodgers teammate Roy Campanella, hosted numerous sports camps at the Harlem
Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA); he wrote various newspapers columns on the
problem of youth crime; he regularly called on athletes and celebrities to be more involved
with youth organizations seeking to steer youngsters down the right path; and, in 1959,
Robinson started a program, Athletes for Juvenile Decency, that connected professional athletes
with young adults in schools, settlement and youth houses, the Police Athletic League (PAL),
Catholic Youth Organization (CYO) groups, the YMCA, and other youth organizations. But it
was not until he faced the issue firsthand as father of a son who was adjudicated as delinquent
that Jackie fully understood the pervasiveness of youth crime, the shortcomings and, often-
times, ill-intended consequences of using organized sports as crime prevention, and the level
of societal commitment it was going to take to address the postwar youth crime problem.

For an exceptional athlete like Jackie Robinson, sports did keep him out of trouble, which
gave him reason to believe in its transformational powers. But as historians of the carceral
state have demonstrated, even well-intended crime prevention efforts can have detrimental
impacts on the communities they serve if they increase police contact or expand surveillance
structures that reinforce racial divides.8 Too many historians have overlooked the ways in

5Jane Addams, Twenty Years at Hull-House with Autobiographical Notes (New York, 1910), 351. For more on
the uses of sports and recreation during the Progressive Era, see Gerald R. Gems, Linda J. Borish, and Gertrud
Pfister, Sports in American History: From Colonization to Globalization, 2nd ed. (Champaign, IL, 2017), 157–
86. See also Steven A. Riess, Sport in Industrial America, 1850–1920, 2nd ed. (Hoboken, NJ, 2013).

6Though Hull-House almost exclusively tailored to white immigrant youths, Black-owned gymnasiums, such as
Alexander Dorsey’s Boston Gymnasium, opened their doors to Black youths even as they “appealed to white middle
class’s desire for comfort.” See Louis Moore, “Fit for Citizenship: Black Sparring Masters, Gymnasium Owners, and
the White Body, 1825–1886,” Journal of African American History 96, no. 4 (Fall 2011): 448–73, here 459.

7Eric C. Schneider, In the Web of Class: Delinquents and Reformers in Boston, 1810s–1930s (New York, 1992),
1. Schneider’s work builds on Anthony Platt’s 1969 groundbreaking work The Child Savers: The Invention of
Delinquency, which continues to serve as the foundation for juvenile justice histories of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. See Anthony Platt, The Child Savers: The Invention of Delinquency, 40th anniversary
ed. (New Brunswick, NJ, 2009). For more recent studies of juvenile delinquency in the Progressive Era, see
David S. Tanenhaus, Juvenile Justice in the Making (New York, 2004); David B. Wolcott, Cops and Kids:
Policing Juvenile Delinquency in Urban America, 1890–1940 (Columbus, OH, 2005); William S. Bush, Who Gets
a Childhood? Race and Juvenile Justice in Twentieth-Century Texas (Athens, GA, 2010), here 7–41; Geoff
K. Ward, The Black Child-Savers: Racial Democracy and Juvenile Justice (Chicago, 2012); Tera Eva Agyepong,
The Criminalization of Black Children: Race, Gender, and Delinquency in Chicago’s Juvenile Justice System,
1899–1945 (Chapel Hill, NC, 2018); and William S. Bush and David S. Tanenhaus, eds., Ages of Anxiety:
Historical and Transnational Perspectives on Juvenile Justice (New York, 2018).

8Carceral state historians Simon Balto and Max Felker-Kantor explain, “While recognizing how crime has been a
shape-shifting category defined as much by what the police do as anything, the ways that concern for ‘crime’ and
the abuse of power by the police in the pursuit of ‘crime prevention’ often led to demands for police reform are
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which organized sports were not free of these relations and indeed may have aided in the
expansion of the carceral state by promoting a means of crime prevention that ignored struc-
tural failures and growing police power, which contributed to the social problems many youths
faced.9 These forces have created what I consider to be the carceral boundaries of sport.

While researching the criminalization of Black youth for my first book, I was struck by the
way in which the state extended its surveillance powers through organized sports. So I devel-
oped this framework, the carceral boundaries of sport, to encourage scholars to consider the
ways that the sporting world navigates the incessant growth of the carceral state. Mining sports
archives for police presence offers invaluable insights, and largely untapped narratives, to dem-
onstrate how police power has evolved in public and private ways to expand its reach, especially
on account of increased police contact and extended surveillance. As historian Elizabeth
Hinton contends, the foundational logic of American policing is to maintain the social order
through “the surveillance and social control of people of color.”10 Historians should extend
this reasoning to sports by recognizing its ties to behavioral reform, state surveillance, exploitive
capitalism, and police violence. Instead of seeing in organized sports the potential for crime
prevention, I argue, we must search for how that assumption has, at minimum, failed to address
the structural issues that contribute to many of the crime problems that youths faced, especially
Black youths, amid an unprecedented growth of police power in the United States—and, at
most, contributed to the growth of the carceral state.

This article analyzes these possibilities by examining not only how Jackie Robinson sought to
combat juvenile delinquency through various organizational and individual efforts but also how
his eldest son’s struggles with the criminal legal system forced the Hall of Fame second baseman
to confront the expanding, unrelenting reach of the carceral state. It was difficult for the public to
understand how Jackie Jr., who did not fit the usually ascribed factors such as parental neglect
and an unfavorable environment, became delinquent. But his encounters with the criminal
legal system in the mid-twentieth century matched the lived experiences of many Black youths
in the postwar United States. Tracing his father’s efforts to grapple with that reality sheds impor-
tant light on the often-unseen relationships between sports and the carceral state.

“A Hit with the Kids”: Robinson’s Anti-Delinquency Work in New York City

By the time Robinson joined the Dodgers, others had set examples of how professional athletes
could get involved with youth in their communities and join crime prevention efforts—not least
the man who broke Major League Baseball’s color line to hire him, the Brooklyn Dodgers man-
ager Branch Rickey. Rickey was a child-saver, and though he never used the title, his efforts to
use his baseball platform to keep kids out of trouble was very much in line with the Progressive
Era movement. In 1917, when he was a front-office executive for the St. Louis Cardinals, Rickey
organized the nation’s first major league knot-hole club, a promotional effort that gave boys
discounted or free tickets to attend ball games and special clinics.11 Participation in the pro-
gram thrived from the very first summer when roughly 30,000 youths gathered at Cardinal

also worthy of consideration.” See Simon Balto and Max Felker-Kantor, “Police and Crime in the American City,
1800–2020,” Oxford Research Encyclopedia of American History, May 18, 2022, https://doi.org/10.1093/acrefore/
9780199329175.013.56 (accessed May 31, 2022). On the detrimental impact of crime prevention, especially as it relates
to youth crime and police contact, see Carl Suddler, Presumed Criminal: Black Youth and the Justice System in Postwar
New York (New York, 2019), 13–39; Elizabeth Hinton, From the War on Poverty to the War on Crime: The Making of
Mass Incarceration (Cambridge, MA, 2016), 218–49, here 227. On how surveillance reifies boundaries along racial
lines, see Simone Browne, Dark Matters: On the Surveillance of Blackness (Durham, NC, 2015), 1–30, esp. 8.

9On police power, see Max Felker-Kantor, Policing Los Angeles: Race, Resistance, the Rise of the LAPD (Chapel
Hill, NC, 2018), 1–18, here 3.

10Elizabeth Hinton, America on Fire: The Untold History of Police Violence and Black Rebellion since the 1960s
(New York, 2021), 16.

11“Branch Rickey, 83, Dies in Missouri,” New York Times, Dec. 10, 1965, 1, 55.
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Field to watch the Redbirds.12 For Rickey, adolescent boys were acting out not because they
were bad, but because they were bored.13 “It has always seemed to me that a boy’s greatest
enemy is idleness,” he said. “It’s a damnable thing for boys to have to look for something to
do, even to think about it.”14 Thus for Rickey, the program prioritized boys but was about
more than getting them to the ballpark and turning them into lifelong fans; it was an oppor-
tunity to incentivize less-advantaged youngsters to walk the straight and narrow with “two rules
for attendance: (1) No boy could attend without his parents’ consent; [and] (2) No boy could
skip school to attend.”15 Knot-hole clubs brought fun, but they also brought surveillance, and
they went with Rickey to New York City when he joined the Dodgers in 1942.16

But Rickey, like many reformers, failed to account for the changing demographics of U.S.
cities after World War II and how this reshaped the racial make-up of the “boy delinquency
problem.” By 1950, nearly two-thirds of the U.S. population was urban or suburban, and, by
1960, 64.6 percent of the Black population lived in metropolitan areas.17 But the youths who
participated in knot-hole clubs were almost exclusively white boys between 10 and 18 years
old. Rickey and the Dodgers’ inability to reach Black youths—increasingly the city’s primary
cause for concern—changed when Robinson signed with the club in 1945. In his first season
with Brooklyn, Robinson expressed interest in fighting juvenile delinquency with a boys’
club and, like Rickey, he believed an occupation of idle time was key.

Admitting he was “no angel,” Robinson often reminisced of his childhood mishaps in
Pasadena, California, and blamed them on “the fact that his mother worked late and he had
too much free time on his hands to keep out of mischief.”18 As a member of the Pepper
Street gang, Robinson recalled, “hardly a week went by when we didn’t have to report to
Captain Morgan, the policeman who was the head of the Youth Division.” Though there are
no reports of a young Robinson having ever been involved in serious crimes, he often regarded
the idle time as ripe for youthful mischief. “We threw dirt clods at cars,” Robinson detailed, “we
hid out on the local golf course and snatched any balls that came our way and often sold them
back to their recent owners; we swiped fruit from stands and ran off in a pack; we snatched
what we could from the local stores; and all the time we were aware of a growing resentment
at being deprived of some of the advantages the white kids had.” Acknowledging that he was
treading a fine line, Robinson realized, “I supposed I might have become a full-fledged juvenile

12W. J. O’Connor, “‘Knot-Hole’ Gang Will Have 30,000 Members First Year,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch, June 26,
1917, 11.

13Rickey’s logic was in line with many of the gendered ideas of juvenile delinquency that prioritized boys’ behav-
iors in the early decades of the twentieth century, and using baseball to target boys aligned with gendered readings
of sports. Efforts that targeted girls’ behaviors, such as the Camp Fire Girls, a national camping organization estab-
lished in 1910, often responded to collective fears about juvenile delinquency and sexuality. On girlhood and delin-
quency, especially as it relates to Camp Fire Girls, see Marcia Chatelain, South Side Girls: Growing Up in the Great
Migration (Durham, NC, 2015), 130–166. On gendered readings of sports and girlhood, see Samantha White,
“Ebony Jr! Race, Meritocracy, and Sports in African American Children’s Media,” Journal of Sports History 47,
no. 2 (Summer 2020): 128–42, here 137.

14Branch Rickey, “Branch Rickey Tells How––Dodger Knot Hole Club Breaks Up Idleness Which Is Major
Cause of Juvenile Delinquency,” Brooklyn Eagle, Aug. 19, 1944, 12.

15Peter Golenbock, The Spirit of St. Louis: A History of the St. Louis Cardinals and Browns (New York, 2000), 83.
On contemporary references to Rickey’s Knot-Hole gangs, see Paula Allen, “Knothole Gang Kept Boys Interested in
Baseball,” San Antonio Express-News, Apr. 6, 2015, https://www.expressnews.com/150years/military-sports/article/
Knothole-Gang-kept-boys-interested-in-baseball-6177691.php.

16On how the state has repeatedly struggled with “the problem of using information produced by over-surveying
and over-retaining,” see Heidi Boghosian, I Have Nothing to Hide: And 20 Other Myths about Surveillance and
Privacy (Boston, 2021), 5.

17Frank Hobbs and Nicole Stoops, Demographic Trends in the 20th Century, Department of Commerce,
Economics and Statistics Administration, U.S. Census Bureau, CENSR-4 (Washington, DC, 2002), A-51.

18“Family Man Jackie Robinson,’” Ebony, Sep. 1947, 15–6.
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delinquent if it had not been for the influence of two men who shared my mother’s thinking.”19

Those two men were Carl Anderson, a neighborhood automobile mechanic, and Reverend Karl
Downs, whose lessons encouraged the young Jackie Robinson to trade the street corner for the
church and to trade gang life for team sports.20

This part of Robinson’s early life shaped much of his approach to the antidelinquency work
he picked up when he joined the Dodgers. From the outset of his efforts, he stressed “the value
of good character, dignified behavior and sportsmanship as virtues for all Negro youngsters,”
and told a reporter from Ebony Magazine that he “sees his own baseball career as a step forward
in giving them an opportunity.”21 Robinson spoke on several occasions about wanting to com-
mit time to fighting juvenile delinquency specifically, though it was not until his second season
with the team that he started to do so in a more structured manner.

In September 1948, Robinson and Campanella, his Dodgers teammate and the second Black
player to be called up by the team, signed contracts to coach boys’ clubs at the Harlem YMCA
during the baseball off-season. Their duties included leading clubs in indoor baseball, basket-
ball, and other activities. But this position was about more than coaching young athletes. “Both
Roy and I like this kind of work,” Robinson told a reporter from the New York Times, “and we
are both crazy about children. Since both of us have children of our own we are proud to be
getting this chance to work at a job so near our hearts.”22 Jackie and Campy—a popular handle
used to refer to the duo—invested in the youths at the Harlem YMCA not only because they
hoped to inspire New York City youths to stay out of trouble but also because they saw them-
selves and their own kids in them.

Already an important social and cultural center in New York City, the Harlem Branch
YMCA became by the 1950s, under the leadership of Rudolph J. Thomas, the largest
community-based institution committed to combatting juvenile delinquency. Thomas, who
started working at the Harlem YMCA in 1920 as an elevator operator, exhibited drive and per-
sistence when he assumed the Y’s executive director position in 1947, improving its activities,
membership, and facilities.23 Yet few of Thomas’s accomplishments measured up to signing
Jackie and Campy to run clubs to promote indoor baseball, basketball, and other competitive
sports in 1948. Thomas’s intentions when he added Jackie and Campy to the Y’s staff were clear
and direct. They “should be helpful in the fight against juvenile delinquency,” he explained.
Their presence would “do more to influence the boys of the community for good than any pre-
vious experiment which has been used.”24

From a sheer-numbers perspective, he appeared to be right. Hundreds of youths rushed to
inquire about Harlem YMCA memberships and how they could become eligible for the Jackie
Robinson–Roy Campanella Competitive Clubs. Other youths requested information regarding

19Jackie Robinson, I Never Had It Made: An Autobiography of Jackie Robinson (New York, 1972), 6–7.
20Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 8–9.
21“Family Man Jackie Robinson,” 16. See also, “Jackie Envisions Mixed Boys’ Club,” Baltimore Afro-American,

Aug. 2, 1947, 13.
22“To Coach Harlem Youth Clubs between Seasons,” New York Times, Sep. 8, 1948, 41; “Jackie, Campanella Sign

to Work with Boys at ‘Y’,” New York Amsterdam News, Sep. 11, 1948, 15.
23Constance Curtis and Chollie Herndon, “Know Your 5 Boroughs,” New York Amsterdam News, Feb. 26, 1949,

6, 22. For more on the increased activities and efforts of the Harlem YMCA under the directorship of Rudolph
J. Thomas, see “Harlem YMCA Signs Jackie and Campanella,” Atlanta Daily World, July 10, 1949, 7; “Harlem
YMCA Gears for Biggest Campaign,” New York Amsterdam News, Sep. 22, 1951, 1–2; “Harlem Branch YMCA
Set for Campaign Homestretch,” New York Amsterdam News, Mar. 22, 1952, 6; Rudolph J. Thomas, “YMCA
Thanks Us for Sammy Davis Promotion,” New York Amsterdam News, May 28, 1955, 18; “Church Rally
Tuesday: Dr. King Speaks for YMCA,” New York Amsterdam News, Feb. 23, 1963, 8; “Rudolph Thomas Quits
Harlem Y: Resigns!,” New York Amsterdam News, Nov. 28, 1964, 1–2. For more on the Harlem YMCA and its
efforts against juvenile delinquency, see Suddler, Presumed Criminal, 146–8.

24“To Coach Harlem Youth Clubs Between Seasons,” 41; “Jackie, Campanella Sign to Work with Boys at ‘Y,’” 15;
“Dodgers Baseball Stars Join N.Y. YMCA Staff,” Norfolk New Journal and Guide, Oct. 30, 1948, 17.
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the basis upon which a few youngsters will be eligible to appear on Jackie Robinson’s radio
show. “Youngsters throughout the community are coming in daily,” Thomas claimed, “inquir-
ing how they can learn ‘from our big league heroes.’”25

Young people flocked wherever Jackie and Campy made an appearance (Figure 1). At the
Harlem Y, though, their appearance became the norm. They worked from 1 to 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday and from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. on Saturdays. Their goal was to be con-
sidered “just another pair of workers” at the Y, while understanding their position was also to
attract large numbers. In their first year, the Harlem Branch experienced significant growth.
Robinson and Campanella led classes and clubs, coached various sports, and made hundreds
of speeches at schools and churches. From November to February, Jackie and Campy spoke
to over 30,000 student-aged youths and numerous adult groups. “In every possible way,”
according to the Harlem Y’s chairman Alan L. Dingle, “they directed the attention of young-
sters to the principles of clean living, clean speech and clean sportsmanship.” When their first
season at the Harlem Y came to its end in February 1949, some 200 kids “put together their
pennies, nickels, and dimes to give them a farewell party.” The youths presented Jackie and
Campy with plaques “in appreciation of meritorious services rendered.” Campanella, choked
up, managed to tell the kids, “No words can ever express what this award means to me.”
And Robinson, speechless for a moment, professed, “You know, I really got more out of
being with you than you got out of me. Of course, I’ll be back next year.” And there was hardly
any doubt that the YMCA wanted them back.26

In 1948, the membership at the Harlem Y reached 4,537, which was an increase of more
than 500 permanent members over 1947. This included almost 9,000 young men and
women who were enrolled at some point during the twelve-month period. The growth in mem-
bership meant a growth of revenue and, by the fall of 1949, that revenue was used to remodel
the building “from the basement to the roof,” making the Harlem Y “one of the best” in the
nation. More than 10,000 gathered in the street for a ceremony devoted to the institution’s
rededication. Among those who shared congratulatory words was General Dwight
D. Eisenhower, then president of Columbia University, who “noted the progress of Negroes
despite serious handicaps,” “lauded the Y’s role,” and said the newly renovated building was
“Americanism at its best.”27 Yet “Americanism” was never really the goal. Sports encouraged
youths to take instructions and follow rules, which was crucial if the goal was to curb juvenile
delinquency in the city.28

Following his success at the Harlem Y, Robinson expanded his efforts to reach youths
through other outlets and avenues that he believed held the most potential to make change

25“Dodgers Baseball Stars Join N.Y. YMCA Staff,” 17; “YM Counts Community in Jackie-Roy Dinner Plans,”
New York Amsterdam News, Nov. 6, 1949, 2.

26“Jackie and Campy Start New Duties at ‘Y’ on Monday,” New York Amsterdam News, Nov. 13, 1948, 28; “YM
Youngsters Honor Robbie, Campy at Party,” New York Amsterdam News, Feb. 26, 1949, 7; “They Did a Swell Job!”
New York Amsterdam News, Mar. 5, 1949, 11.

27On the membership growth, see YMCA of the City of New York, “This is about 18 Branches: 96th Annual
Report,” 1948, box 398, New York YMCA Annual Reports (Y.GNY.45), Kautz Family YMCA Archives,
Archives and Special Collections, Elmer L. Anderson Library, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN [hereafter
KFYMCA], 7–8. The 1949 renovating cost for the Harlem Y was $275,000. On the renovation, see YMCA of the
City New York, “This is about Angles: 97th Annual Report,” 1949, box 398. New York YMCA Annual Reports
(Y.GNY.45), KFYMCA, 19. For more on Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower at the rededication ceremony, see “Gen.
Eisenhower Helps Rededicate the Harlem YMCA,” New York Amsterdam News, Oct. 1, 1949, 19. According to his-
torian Thomas Bender, “Americanism” is itself a difficult concept and has “at least two meanings”: (1) it can refer
to ideals and ideologies; or (2) it can refer to a way of life. Further, “Americanism seeks to mobilize a people to do
better by demanding that they live up to their ideals or enable a larger portion of the population to participate more
fully in the American way of life.” On Americanism, see Thomas Bender, “What Is Americanism?” Reviews in
American History 35, no. 1 (Mar. 2007): 1–9, here 1–2.

28“YM Youngsters Honor Robbie, Campy,” 7.
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regarding postwar delinquency problems. The Dodgers all-star worked to develop new projects
in cooperation with various New York City schools, the PAL, the CYO, and the Young Men’s
Hebrew Association. Building on the camps and radio show that he implemented at the Harlem
YMCA, by the 1950s, Robinson hoped by branching out beyond the Harlem Y that he would be
able to utilize different platforms to reach a wider audience. This included a regular newspaper
column for the New York Post and a nationwide program, Athletes for Juvenile Decency, which
built on the organized efforts of the Boys’ Clubs of America.29

“It would be easier, perhaps, just to go ahead and enjoy life and take no interest in politics,
or juvenile delinquency, or race relations, or world affairs,” Jackie Robinson wrote in his debut
newspaper column for the New York Post on April 28, 1959. “In fact, I’ve sometimes been told:
‘Jack, if you’d only kept your mouth shut, you’ve have won even more honors than you have!’”
But after retiring from baseball in 1956, Robinson’s off-the-field work expanded even further.
Penning a regular New York Post column, which at the time was considered a liberal news out-
let, gave him an important platform with extensive reach. Robinson regularly reminded his
readers that he did not “speak for all other Negroes, any more than other columnists speak

Figure 1. Brooklyn Dodgers Jackie Robinson and Roy Campanella (left) demonstrating some baseball techniques to
children at the YMCA in Harlem, November 17, 1948. Photo by Al Gretz/FPG/Archive Photos/Getty Images.

29In an announcement from WNBC, it was revealed that Jackie Robinson was appointed as the director of com-
munity activities for stations WNBC and WNBT, which included the National Broadcasting Company (NBC). See,
“Jackie Robinson Appointed Director of Community Activities for Stations WNBC – WNBT,” Feb. 4, 1954, folder
1, box 6, Business and Corporate File, 1952–1981, Papers of Jackie Robinson (MSS 84832), Manuscript Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, DC. See also Gladys Graham, “Youth Delinquency Keynote of Jackie’s Airwave
Activities,” Philadelphia Tribune, Feb. 12, 1952, 3.
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for all those in whatever their racial, religious or nationality group,” but he understood his priv-
ileged status allowed him “to speak to so wide an audience concerning just what we feel and
think” that it was too significant an opportunity to pass up.30

In his thrice-weekly New York Post column, Robinson sometimes offered his perspective on
the problems of delinquency that continued to plague the nation—a perspective that was shaped
mostly from his earlier work at the Harlem YMCA. “One out of every five youngsters in the
country between the ages of 10 and 17 had some brush with the law,” Robinson wrote on
May 5, 1959. Certainly for anyone who may not have been paying attention to postwar youth
crime rates, these numbers may have been alarming. Even as antidelinquency efforts increased
in the 1950s, Robinson recognized “our juvenile delinquency rate is high, and growing higher
every year.” He was right. From 1948 to 1959, arrests of juveniles increased six times as fast as
arrests of adults. “It’s frightening to think that sooner or later one of your own children, or
one of the neighbor’s, or one of your relatives’ youngsters,” he prophetically detailed, “will
wind up in a police station charged with some offense against the public good.” Instead of dwell-
ing on the numbers, though, Robinson rightly directed attention to the fact that print media too
often emphasized “the 4 or 5 per cent who do get into serious trouble, and [that] more attention
[should be] paid to the great majority who don’t.” He identified the work of two individuals,
Dorothy Gordon and Reverend Osborne, who worked to prevent “the ‘JD’ rate” from continuing
to rise. Gordon, who conducted the New York Times “Youth Forum” on TV, encouraged young-
sters to “just be what they are—young people, with the accent on people.” For Robinson, “Miss
Gordon” built up a very effective way of reaching and dealing with kids by “simply recognizing
them as individuals, just as adults like to be recognized.” On the other hand, Rev. Osborne used
his church and accompanying community center in Stamford, Connecticut, to keep youngsters
out of trouble. “Since it is more difficult to rehabilitate youngsters who have reached 16 and
17,” Rev. Osborne suggested, “getting them to come to the church, the temple and the commu-
nity center at an early age is the best possible way of keeping them out of difficulty.” It was going
to take this kind of communal work, according to Robinson, to curb juvenile delinquency.31

Not all of Robinson’s New York Post columns dedicated to delinquency were as optimistic as
his first. For example, in his May 15 column, he shared his perspective on the criminal justice
system more broadly, especially prisons. Centered around an interview with Robert Neese, who
published the book Prison Exposures, which detailed his own prison experiences, Robinson
expressed his concern about the justice system’s inability, or its lack of interest, to reform incar-
cerated people. Robinson was a member of the Connecticut Parole Board, so he was “already
aware of some of [the] problems” that Neese shared. Neese told Robinson he first got into trou-
ble when he was nine years old.32 “[Neese] and his companion found themselves with lots of
time on their hands and nowhere but the streets to spend it,” according to Robinson. “So they

30Jackie Robinson, “Editorial,” New York Post, Apr. 28, 1959, 56. On the history of the New York Post, see
Wolfgang Saxon, “The New York Post Has a Long History,” New York Times, Nov. 20, 1976, 23. Not all of
Robinson’s platforms were prototypical of a Black athlete. For example, he supported Republican candidate
Richard M. Nixon in the 1960 presidential election and Nelson Rockefeller in the 1964 Republican primary.
For more on Jackie Robinson and his public life as a Republican, see Leah Wright Rigueur, The Loneliness of
the Black Republican: Pragmatic Politics and the Pursuit of Power (Princeton, NJ, 2015), 52–94.

31Jackie Robinson, “Editorial,” New York Post, May 5, 1959, 80. For juvenile arrest data, see U.S. Department of
Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports for the United States, 1959 (Washington, DC,
1960), 15–6. On Dorothy Gordon’s New York Times Youth Forums that ran weekly from 1943 to 1960 and
won two major prizes, a McCall’s Magazine Award in 1951 for Outstanding Public Service and a George Foster
Peabody Award in 1952 for Outstanding Service to the Teen-age Listening Audience, see “Dorothy Gordon, 81,
Moderator of Times Youth Forums, Is Dead,” New York Times, May 12, 1970, 39.

32Jackie Robinson was named by Connecticut governor, Abraham A. Ribicoff, to a newly created board of parole
at the Connecticut State Prison. Robinson was one of three named to the board in response to the change in law “to
separate parole work from prison administration.” Robinson was named to a four-year term and would not be paid
for the work. See “Ribicoff Appoints Jackie Robinson to New 3-Member Parole Board,” New York Herald Tribune,
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attempted to break into a school gymnasium in order to play basketball, and in so doing set the
school on fire.” From there, it was “just one scrape after another” until he landed in
reform school. But for Neese, “Despite the ‘reform’ in the school’s name, it was the most thor-
ough school for crime he has ever seen.” Neese admitted to Robinson that he learned more about
picking locks and stealing cars than anything else: “There wasn’t the slightest attempt to actually
reform anybody.”33 For Robinson, this fit perfectly into the narrative of how a delinquent turned
into a criminal. Idle time was compounded by the lack of available recreational spaces for the
youth, which turned into the initial contact with law enforcement. Unfortunately, for Neese,
this eventually led to a ten-year term for burglary in the Iowa State Prison.

In a later column, Robinson reiterated a similar message and called on those who were able
to contribute financially to these organizations to do so. “Whether it’s the Knight of Pythias,
the YMCA, the YMHA, the Boy Scouts, the Camp Fire Girls, or any of the many others
isn’t at all important,” Robinson wrote. “The important thing here is the lives and limbs of
our kids.” These organizations and their efforts to keep kids safe and occupied during the sum-
mers deserve our support, according to Robinson:

But they don’t need me to speak for them. They’ll be out seeking your contribution them-
selves very soon. And when they do, I hope you’ll stop a moment, as I did, and think about
those kids playing stick-ball in the street. And particularly if you’re a driver, I hope you’ll
join me in helping to send them to summer camp, if only for a week or two.34

These calls for financial support would soon be extended to other professional athletes who
Robinson believed needed to utilize their platforms and their privilege to give back.

Putting money where his mouth was, Jackie Robinson regularly matched his energy toward
antidelinquency efforts with his dollars. For example, in February 1958, when the Harlem
Branch YMCA appeared to be well under its $100,000 financial campaign, “Old ‘42’ stepped
up to the plate … and slammed $55,000 cash dollars down on the speaker’s podium for the
greatest homerun he had ever fashioned.” The $100,000 goal was “more than twice the amount
it [had] ever raised,” but for Black New Yorkers, many in attendance in the final night of the
drive, “raising this huge sum of money by Harlemites demonstrates an increasing awareness
among Negroes to shoulder their responsibilities in an atomic age.” And Robinson knew
other professional athletes ought to be able to contribute in similar ways.35

In September 1959 Jackie Robinson gave congressional testimony on juvenile delinquency
and shortly thereafter participated in a WABC radio panel discussion on the subject with
New York City Mayor Robert Wagner, former Davis Cup captain Billy Talbert, Carl Braun
of the New York Knicks, and sportscaster Howard Cosell. “Most ‘problem’ kids came from bro-
ken homes, and had no one to turn to,” Mayor Wagner opened the discussion. “They are often
more than ready to transfer their need for guidance, and their desire to ‘belong’ to someone
else. Too frequently, this someone turns out to be the gang leader,” he explained. And, this
was important, because Mayor Wagner publicly viewed himself as a proponent of youth culture
and opponent of juvenile delinquency. Such a perception aligned with Robinson’s own convic-
tion that it was vital for professional athletes to fill in for said influence. “By giving them

June 9, 1957, 1; “Robinson on Connecticut Parole Board,” Atlanta Daily World, June 9, 1957, 1; “Parole Board Post
to Jackie Robinson,” New York Times, June 9, 1957, 56.

33Jackie Robinson, “Editorial,” New York Post, May 15, 1959, 96.
34Jackie Robinson, “Editorial,” New York Post, May 25, 1959, 56.
35James L. Hicks, “$50,000 Home Run,” New York Amsterdam News, Feb. 8, 1958, 7; “Jubilation As Y’s Drive

Catches Fire,” New York Amsterdam News, Feb. 8, 1958, 23; “Doing It Ourselves,” New York Amsterdam News, Feb.
8, 1958, 6.
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positive ‘heroes’ they know and could talk to,” Robinson believed, “they could greatly aid in guid-
ing these kids’ normal aspirations for fame and status into wholesome, progressive channels.”36

Robinson was certain of this because he had already “seen this technique work.” On the
radio, the retired baseball player recounted his Harlem Y experiences and how he and
Campanella were able to reach the kids. “Not just certain kids,” which appeared to be a push-
back toward the New York City mayor’s “problem” descriptor, “but all kids—kids from broken
homes, kids from good homes, the ones from slum neighborhoods and the ones from good
neighborhoods.” These regular, face-to-face interactions with youths encouraged them to emu-
late their heroes, who, in return, inspired them to stay out of trouble and to develop construc-
tive ideals and aspirations. Talbert and Braun agreed and, “thus, on the spot, ‘Athletes for
Juvenile Decency’ was created.” Building on the organized efforts of Boys’ Clubs of America,
Athletes for Juvenile Decency was a committee that served to bring athletes together with
youngsters in schools, settlement and youth houses, PAL and CYO groups, and other youth
organizations. Mayor Wagner served as the head of the committee; however, it would be the
professional athletes who participated that made it grow into a national movement.37

Four weeks later, Robinson reported that the committee was “off the ground now and seems to
be moving exceptionally well.” Thanks in large part to the organizational efforts of Cosell and Ed
Silverman, who helped to coordinate the athletes, Athletes for Juvenile Decency received scores of
letters from other athletes willing to participate. “Having three children who will, in a few years,
be at the age where they, too, could possibly be swayed the wrong way,” the New York Yankees
All-Star pitcher Whitey Ford wrote, “I am very much interested in such a program.”38

Robinson, Mayor Wagner, and Andy Robustelli of the New York Football Giants hosted the
first Athletes for Juvenile Decency program on January 27, 1960, when the trio visited the City
Youth Board’s East Harlem Meeting Room. As the men walked around “the teen-age couples
who were dancing to rock ‘n’ roll music,” the youths hardly paid them any attention. The
youngsters eventually opened up to Robinson and Robustelli, and they asked questions
about sports and “talked about ‘the slot,’ a rock ‘n’ roll dance they had invented.” The
mayor, on the other hand, was not received in the same manner. “There was not a ripple of
reaction,” according to a New York Herald Tribune report of the event, “when the Mayor
walked in and mingled with the youths.” Unphased by the cold shoulders, Mayor Wagner
told Herald-Tribune reporters, “We’re showing someone cares. The word will get around.”
Robinson and Robustelli were just as optimistic. “The problem with most of us,” Robinson
said, “is that we give up too easily.… If I can get to one, that will be of help.” The three
men left the event believing the program was off to a good start.39

36Jackie Robinson, “Editorial,” Chicago Daily Defender, Nov. 9, 1959, 11. For more on Robinson’s testimony con-
ducted by Senator Thomas C. Hennings Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, see U.S. Congress, Senate,
Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, Juvenile Delinquency, Part 4, 86
Cong., 1st sess., Sep. 24, 1959, 536–40.

37Robinson, “Editorial,” Nov. 9, 1959, 11. After the initial meeting with Robinson, Talbert, and Braun, most
New York sports franchises (the baseball Yankees, the football Giants, the basketball Knicks, and the hockey
Rangers), as well as Frank Leahy and Hank Greenberg, expressed their desire to participate. In 1957, Howard
G. Gibbs and Alex A. Maleski published Design for Juvenile Decency, funded by the Boys’ Clubs of America.
The pamphlet was designed to inform organizations on how to transform “vague, generalized, approaches to
youth problems into an organized, concrete program which helps youth achieve a decent way of life.” In the pam-
phlet’s preface, Gibbs and Maleski write, “Simply stated, it translates aims and claims into actions, by suggesting ten
specific programs which will help a Boys’ Club create an atmosphere of decency for those it serves. It can be
expected to prevent and reduce delinquency by substituting juvenile decency.” See Howard G. Gibbs and Alex
A. Maleski, Design for Juvenile Decency (New York, 1957).

38Jackie Robinson, “Editorial,” Chicago Defender, Nov. 30, 1959, 11.
39“Teen Party Cold-Shoulders Mayor, 2 Sports Notables,” New York Herald-Tribune, Jan. 28, 1960, 6. Mayor

Robert Wagner worked closely with various programs related to juvenile decency across New York City through
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The Problems of Crime and Delinquency Come Home

Robinson believed in the transformational power of organized sports not only because of the
influence it had on his personal life but also his ability to reach countless others with the
message (Figure 2). Its impact, however, was tested by his eldest son, Jackie Jr., whose repeated
run-ins with the police, and subsequent early death, forced the Dodgers Hall of Famer to accept
an unfortunate reality: the magnitude of crime and delinquency problems in the United States
outweighed any solutions that sports offered.

The first of Robinson’s three children, Jackie Jr.’s early years in school were tumultuous and,
before long, his disdain for schooling “earned him the reputation of being a troublemaker.”40

Rachel Robinson, his mother, took up the task to help Jackie Jr. stay on track and “had endless
and seemingly fruitless conferences with the teachers,” Robinson wrote. “Her efforts to help
Jackie [Jr.] with his homework were untiring.” He displayed an interest in athletics and enjoyed
playing little league baseball, but Jackie Jr. was regularly taunted “not so much by the young-
sters as by their parents, who made loudly vocal comparisons between the way [he] played and
the way [Jackie Sr.] played.” According to Robinson, they tried everything. “We had conscien-
tiously tried not to submit Jackie [Jr.] to the pressures a lot of parents put on their children,”
Robinson wrote. “We didn’t demand high marks or a super performance.” They tried therapy
for several months, “until he decided it was of little value,” and when Jackie Jr. was twelve, they
tried psychological testing. The results “showed that he was a normal boy” and that the
Robinsons had little to worry about—except for raising a Black boy in the postwar United
States.41

Jackie Jr.’s poor grades became “a real disaster,” and, per the recommendation of a close
friend, the Robinsons decided to send their son to boarding school. “Jackie [Jr.] seemed to
need more freedom,” Robinson wrote, “but at the time he probably needed more guidance
and structure.” This turned out badly, and “his stay at the school ended abruptly when he
was suspended for breaking too many of the school rules.” When Jackie Jr. returned home
from the boarding school “he seemed lost,” and when he was seventeen, he decided to hitchhike
from Stamford, Connecticut, to California with a friend. Hoping to find employment as
migrant farm workers, the two realized “they had arrived during the wrong season.” Jackie
Jr. returned home and “made it clear that his running away was not a sign of rejection …
he had to get away and see if he could get by on his own.” A few months later, he dropped
out of high school and volunteered to join the Army with hopes “to pull himself together,
get the discipline he knew he needed badly, and establish his own identity.”42

In less than a year, Jackie Jr. was shipped to Vietnam. The young Robinson, like many
African American soldiers who were deployed during the war, saw combat firsthand.43 He
arrived in Vietnam in July 1965 with the 1st Infantry Battalion and served from then on
with front-line units. In November, “A Vietcong mortar shell exploded near him spraying
the area with shrapnel and killing his two best pals.” Jackie Jr. “miraculously escaped with
only minor injuries.” According to his father, he shrugged off the various portrayals of the
heroics. “I just got shrapnel in the ass,” the senior Robinson recalled his son telling him, but

his time in office. For a sampling of different programs, see “Pittsburgh Youth, 15, Named Boy of the Year,” New York
Herald Tribune, Mar. 22, 1955, 22; “City Backs Plan for Youth Parley,” New York Times, Mar. 8, 1960, 35.

40Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 151.
41Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 151-2.
42Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 152, 156. On the cross-country trip, see “Robinson’s Son Located Here,” Los

Angeles Times, Feb. 17, 1963, D12; and “Jackie’s Son Home After Week’s Trip,” New York Amsterdam News, Feb.
23, 1963, 21.

43In August 1966, Sepia inaugurated a regular feature called “Our Men in Vietnam,” and invited black troops to
send letters, photographs, and stories detailing their “experiences … heartaches [and] joys while fighting commu-
nism in Vietnam.” For more, see William King, “‘Our Men in Vietnam’: Black Media as a Source of the
Afro-American Experience in Southeast Asia,” Vietnam Generation 1, no. 2 (Spring 1989): 94–117.
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the reports indicated a traumatic experience. The young Robinson received a Purple Heart as a
result of the battle.44

Unlike many of his contemporaries, Jackie Robinson never took a public stance against the
Vietnam War and “felt strongly that those who opposed the war had no right to call the black
kids who served in it willing dupes of imperialism and to ridicule and denigrate our men.” As
an Army veteran who served during World War II, Robinson empathized with Black soldiers
“who sought opportunities in the Armed Forces that were denied them in civilian life.” And
though he understood why a civil rights leader like Martin Luther King, Jr. opposed the
war, even after Rev. Jesse Jackson pointed out that “Dr. King was against the war but not against

Figure 2. Brooklyn Dodgers second baseman Jackie Robinson teaches his eldest son Jackie Jr. how to hold a bat. Photo
by Bettmann.

44“2 Buddies Killed: Jackie Robinson’s Son Wounded in Vietnam,” Philadelphia Tribune, Dec. 4, 1965, 2; “Jackie
Robinson’s Son Hit in Viet Nam,” New York Amsterdam News, Dec. 4, 1965, 1; and “Jackie Jr. Hit in Viet Battle,”
Baltimore Afro-American, Dec. 11, 1965, 10. See also, Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 156–7.
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the soldiers,” Robinson thought it was a contradiction to confine “criticism to the deeds of the
U.S. and to ignore the deeds of the Viet Cong.”45 This was amplified while his son was in the
hospital recovering. The elder Robinson watched his son realize the contradiction of having
fought for freedom abroad while being denied full citizenship at home. “Jackie [Jr.] supported
the war,” Robinson wrote, “but he didn’t buy a system of government that preached democracy
in Vietnam but had neither homes for blacks in certain neighborhoods nor jobs for the black
veteran in certain areas like the construction industry.”46 Perhaps worse was that Jackie Jr.
returned home with a drug addiction that his father had yet to learn about.

On March 4, 1968, “the roof fell in” on the Robinson family when a reporter from the
Associated Press called Jackie Robinson and asked, “Don’t you know that your son was arrested
about one o’clock this morning on charges of possession and carrying a concealed weapon?”47

Robinson was stunned. Based on the reports, Jackie Jr. was arrested by a detective of the
Stamford Police Department’s narcotics division near the Allison Hotel. “Police said Jackie
Jr. fled when the detective called to him but was captured after a brief chase,” according to
a report. “Police said they found several packets of heroin inside a portable radio. A pouch
of marijuana also was found on the suspect … as well as an Italian made .22 caliber revolver.”
The 21-year-old was arraigned on the charges and tried to plead guilty; however, the judge told
him it was not the proper time, and a court hearing was set for the following Monday. Jackie
Robinson paid the $5,000 bond and bailed his son out of jail. He told reporters, “We have obvi-
ously failed somewhere” (Figure 3).48

Jackie Robinson was not stunned because his son had been apprehended by law enforce-
ment. As one reporter from the Pittsburgh Courier underscored, the Robinsons “were going
through the same teen-age delinquency problems that many other Negro families in the ghettos
[were] experiencing.” A longtime Los Angeles Sentinel writer A. S. “Doc” Young added, “Their
predicament, in fact, [was] being shared by many well-to-do parents of all races throughout
America.” Before he joined the army, Jackie Jr. had gotten himself into minor scrapes with
the law. And though these charges were more severe, Robinson assured his son that he and
his mother were behind him, “but he’s got to take this punishment” and shoulder the conse-
quences of the mistakes.49

What concerned Jackie Robinson the most about Jackie Jr.’s arrest was the drugs. When
Jackie Jr. was discharged from the service, Robinson was worried about his son; however, he
felt their communication improved. “He was most persuasive when he frankly admitted
using marijuana, warning us that there was no point in our forbidding him to use it, telling
us that he liked grass, that he was not going to give it up,” Robinson recalled. “We didn’t
have a thing to worry about in terms of his sticking a needle in his arm. He was afraid to
stick himself with needles. It would never get to that. Not with him.” After posting bail, the
Robinsons decided to put Jackie Jr. in the psychiatric section of the Yale-New Haven
Hospital. Because Rachel worked on campus, she could see that Jackie Jr. received proper atten-
tion. But the young Robinson knew otherwise. “You’re really just wasting your money,” he told
his parents. “I’m the only addict here. The other people have mental problems. I need to be
with some people who have the same kind of problems I have. That way we could learn
from one another, help one another.” In advance of his trial, Jackie Jr. admitted one of his

45Jackie Robison, “Jackie Robinson Says: What I Think of Dr. Martin King,” Pittsburgh Courier, July 8, 1967,
7. Also see, “Jackie Robinson Says: Vote for LBJ on Issue of Vietnam,” Pittsburgh Courier, Oct. 28, 1967, 7.

46Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 156–7.
47Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 218.
48“Jackie Robinson Jr. Seized in Dope Case,” Chicago Tribune, Mar. 5, 1968, 12. For more reports on Jackie Jr.’s

arrest, see “Jackie Robinson Jr. Faces Drug Charges,” Washington Post, Mar. 5, 1968, A6; and A. S. “Doc” Young,
“Tragedy of Jackie Robinson, Jr.: Famed Athlete’s Son Arrested,” Los Angeles Sentinel, Mar. 7, 1968, D1.

49“Son Arrested: Robinson Family Hit by Tragedy,” Pittsburgh Courier, Mar. 16, 1968, 3; Young, “Tragedy of
Jackie Robinson, Jr.”
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father’s greatest fears—he was addicted to heroin.50 The judge agreed and on May 7 ordered
that the prosecution of the young Robinson be delayed for two years. Jackie Jr. was found to
be a “‘narcotics-dependent person’ … and was ordered to undergo treatment and rehabilitation
for two years.” Jackie Jr.’s road to recovery began at the Daytop program; Jackie Robinson’s per-
sonal experience with delinquency deepened.51

Jackie Jr. spent a little over two years doing rehabilitation treatment at the Daytop Center in
Seymour, Connecticut. The “oldest and largest drug-treatment program in the United States,”

Figure 3. Jackie Robinson follows his son, Jackie Jr., out of Stamford circuit court following his son’s arrest for posses-
sion of a firearm and drugs. His wife and daughter, Rachel and Sharon, respectively, are behind the two men. Photo by
Bettmann.

50Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 217–9. On Jackie Jr. being admitted to Yale-New Haven Hospital, see “Young
Robinson Is in Hospital,” Washington Post, Mar. 13, 1968, A3.

51“Jackie Robinson Jr. Termed an Addict; Charges Delayed,” New York Times, May 8, 1968, 35; “Robinson
Addicted,” Washington Post, May 8, 1968, A8; “Robinson’s Son to Be Treated,” Chicago Tribune, May 8, 1968,
A2; “Order Cure for Jackie Junior,” New York Amsterdam News, May 11, 1968, 48.
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Daytop is based on the therapeutic community model, a “residential treatment, in which addicts
help[ed] other addicts kick their drug habits by living together in a drug-free environment that
emphasizes hard physical work, counseling and communication.”52 This proved to be an effective
model for Jackie Jr. “I have found a lot of direction now in my life,” the young Robinson stated in
his testimony before the United States Senate Sub-Committee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency
on October 30, 1970. “I was involved in a lot of other programs before I came to Daytop and I
have found that for me this has been, I think, the only effective change.”53

Jackie Jr. had come clean about his addiction. His congressional testimony, which came days
after President Richard Nixon signed the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control
Act of 1970 and was part of an effort to pass another bill that authorized members of the
Armed Forces to be discharged from active military service by reason of physical disability
when such members suffered from drug addiction or drug dependency, marked a critical
moment in his transformation.54 For the young Robinson, his time in the Army worsened
his connection to drugs and they offered no corrective support. “I was a pretty mixed-up
kid when I went into the Army,” Jackie Jr. testified. “If I had received the proper type of
help, I might not have gone to the extent that I went to and my involvement with drugs
and my involvement with other crimes and a lot of the activities I was involved with.” He called
on the government to support programs like Daytop, which decriminalized drug addiction,
with not only legislation but also funding. The government, according to Jackie Jr.,

… [has] been looking at the problem and treating these people as criminals. Addicts are
not criminals. I feel we are people who are sick. I feel that drug addiction is the symptom
of a problem. The problem, the sickness must be treated. To look at this as a crime is really
wrong and it will not solve the problem. I think it is part a reflection of a lot of the con-
fusion we find around us in society today.

Reflecting on his privilege, the young Robinson discerned, “I think a lot of people now who
are being sent to jail really should not be and a lot of people who aren’t being helped at all who
should be.” Daytop helped Jackie Jr. and he believed “that the government should allot more
money to different drug programs so that we in the programs could handle a larger input of
people who are using drugs.” The transition from rehabilitant at Daytop to employee made
Jackie Jr. realize “they could probably do a lot more if [they] had more funds.” The elder
Robinson agreed.55

Like Jackie Jr. though, Robinson was disgruntled by not only the lack of support Daytop
received but also society’s inadequate solutions to a growing drug problem. He was thankful
for his son’s growth at Daytop. “I don’t have the words to pay tribute to what the Daytop expe-
rience did for him,” Robinson wrote. “And while he was learning, we were learning that the
Daytop philosophy is perhaps the one viable approach to the narcotics addiction problem.”
More than a decade after his playing days, Robinson saw an opportunity for sports to get
involved. “I went to the baseball commissioner [Bowie Kent Kuhn],” Robinson recollected.
“I thought that, since the drug problem is a big problem among our youth and since baseball

52The Therapeutic Community (TC) model “is a style of treatment that engages the whole person in the recovery
process and challenges the individual to have a full, positive life with healthy supportive relationships and satisfying
work.” For more on the TC model at Daytop, see, “About Us, Daytop Village, 2012,” archived at Wayback Machine,
Internet Archive, https://web.archive.org/web/20160122073237/http://www.daytop.org/about.html (accessed May
31, 2022). On Daytop as “the oldest and largest drug-treatment program in the United States,” see Michael
Marriott, “A Pioneer in Residential Drug Treatment Reaches Out,” New York Times, Nov. 13, 1989, B2.

53U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, Juvenile
Delinquency, Part 21, 91 Cong., 2nd sess., Oct. 30, 1970, 6900-9, here 6908.

54Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, Juvenile Delinquency, 6909.
55Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, Juvenile Delinquency, 6904, 6909.
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has many young fans, it would be a great idea for baseball to indulge in a creative and construc-
tive program, at least an educational program.” Robinson suggested to Commissioner Kuhn
that “at time when games are not being televised—and even when they are—the baseball
idols of young people could say a word about the perils of drugs.”56 Robinson was given the
courtesy and attention from the commissioner’s office and in March 1971, Major League
Baseball launched the first organized drug education program in team sports history, a “preven-
tive program aimed at aiding and educating youngsters in how to avoid the drug scene,” as
Commissioner Kuhn explained it.57 At that season’s World Series, television ads in between
innings warned youngsters, “When you’re high on pot, acid, or speed, you can’t concentrate
on whether the ball is high or low, fast or a curve, inside or out. Don’t let people talk you
into trying things.” The National Football League and the National Collegiate Athletic
Association followed suit with their own antidrug programs.58 But this was not what Jackie
Robinson intended. “Given the scope of the problem and the resources of the business,” he
felt the campaign had not been adequate.59

What was not inadequate was the work that Jackie Jr. continued to do while on the staff at
Daytop. “He had been clean for three years,” Robinson recalled, “and he spoke with authority
about all that he had been through—about the way he had become an addict, the reasons for it,
the hell into which he had been plunged as an addict—stealing, robbing, pushing dope, pimp-
ing—anything to get the money for dope.” For Jackie Robinson, the journey was worth it. “That
single moment paid for every bit of sacrifice, every bit of anguish,” Robinson wrote. “I had my
son back.”60 This caused Robinson not only to reflect on his son’s journey and the family’s
journey, but on the antidelinquency work he had been committed to off the field since the
beginning of his playing days with the Brooklyn Dodgers. Jackie Robinson learned, through
his son, that the fight against juvenile delinquency started at a young age but required a sus-
tained effort into adulthood to see substantive change.

Jackie Robinson Jr. was killed in the small hours of the morning on Thursday, June 17, 1971.
On his way home from New York City, his “car spun out of control, slammed into an abut-
ment, severing guard rail posts and crashing to a halt, leaving Jackie pinned under the wreck-
age, his neck broken, his life swiftly fading when the state police arrived a little after two o’clock
that tragic morning.” He was 24 years old.61

The sudden death of Jackie Jr. left a void in the Robinson household, but it allowed them to
learn about the impact he was making with others. Days before the accident, Jackie Jr. was the
Youth Day speaker at the Nazarene Congregational Church in Brooklyn where he participated
in a dialogue sermon with Rev. Samuel L. Varner on “the story of his life as an addict, his reha-
bilitation and the work that he [was] now doing in the Daytop Program.” The program awarded
more than $18,000 in college scholarships and awarded six other high school graduates with the
Nazarene incentive award.62 This was just part of the work that Jackie Jr. had been doing since
he started working as a full-time staff member at Daytop. “He made great contributions to

56Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 219–20, 223–4.
57“Hold Baseball Drug Seminar,” Chicago Daily Defender, Mar. 4, 1971, 34.
58“Drug Education Program Begins,” Orlando Sentinel, Mar. 2, 1971, 25; “Prevention Is Best Medicine,” Tampa

Tribune, Mar. 4, 1971, 41; “Hold Baseball Drug Seminar,” Chicago Daily Defender, Mar. 4, 1971, 34; Ron Rapoport,
“Anti-Drug Campaign: Is It Doing More Harm Than Good?” Los Angeles Times, Nov. 23, 1971, III-1.

59Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 224.
60Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 224–6.
61“Jackie Robinson’s Son Dies,” Chicago Tribune, June 18, 1971, 3; Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 244. For

more coverage on the car accident, see “Jackie Robinson Jr. Killed in Auto Crash,” Los Angeles Times, June 18,
1971, I-28; “Jackie Robinson’s Son Dies in Crash,” Philadelphia Tribune, June 19, 1971, 1; “Jackie Robinson’s
Son Killed in Auto Crash,” Atlanta Daily World, June 20, 1971, 1; “Jackie’s Son Killed in Car,” Baltimore
Afro-American, June 26, 1971, 2; and “Jackie Robinson, Jr., Killed in Car Crash,” Cleveland Call and Post, June
26, 1971, 1A.

62“Jackie, Jr., Youth Day Speaker,” New York Amsterdam News, June 12, 1971, 28.
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Daytop and to the community,” Kenneth Williams, the executive director of Daytop said of the
young Robinson. “His death was a ‘great loss.’” The police report also confirmed what Williams
promised Jackie Robinson: Jackie Jr. “was not on dope.”63

The Robinson family also received affirmation of Jackie Jr.’s impact by the countless letters,
telegrams, and phone calls they received. This included childhood friends who made diligent
efforts to attend the funeral but also from the people at Daytop. “I’m thirty-three and he was
twenty-four,” an unnamed person told Jackie Robinson. “But often, when we were having dia-
logue, I got the feeling like he was thirty-three and I was twenty-four.” Another forty-year-old
member of the Daytop community wrote the Robinsons to express “what it had meant to him
in terms of being black to have Jackie [Jr.] working with the program.” These messages, according
to Robinson, “took some of the pain away to see the contributions he had made.”64

The day of the accident, Jackie Jr. had been working on plans for a music festival for the
benefit of Daytop to be held at his parents’ home. “The Robinsons thought it over, and
going ahead with the concert seemed to be the right thing to do,” the elder Robinson told
Bob Johnson of the Los Angeles Times. “So, on a sunny summer afternoon, just five days
after the funeral, the green lawns of the Robinson home were filling with people.” The concert
was a huge success. More than $40,000 was raised by the more than 3,000 people who attended
the “star-studded benefit.” Among the artists who performed were Roberta Flack (Jackie Jr.’s
“idol”), Herbie Mann, Dave Brubeck, Billy Taylor, Terry Gibbs, and Leon Thomas; speakers
included the Rev. Jesse Jackson, Bayard Rustin, Mrs. Arthur Logan, as well as his brother,
David. In a moving and dramatic talk, Jackie Robinson “expressed his thanks and explained
since the affair had been a dream of Jackie Jr. who had worked so hard on the arrangements,
he felt unable to cancel it.” Throughout the day, the audience cried, laughed, cried, and prayed,
and the Daytop director concluded the event encouraging everyone in attendance to remember
Jackie Jr. “as a beautiful black young warrior.” Certainly, the elder Robinson obliged.65

“I shall never get over the loss of Jackie,” Robinson wrote. Confounded that he spent much
of his life trying to reach other kids and, then, having to deal with the weight of losing his own,
it is difficult to know just how much of an impact this had on the health of the Hall of Famer,
who died the following fall. He was only 53 years of age.66

Sports History and the Carceral State

For Jackie Robinson, baseball was his ticket. He believed, like many others, that sports not only
had the ability to occupy the idle time of youngsters who might otherwise find trouble where
they lived, but also, if they were lucky enough, it had the ability to change their lives for the
better. And he was not wrong. The challenge, however, was that sports were never designed
to address the structural issues—poor housing, disproportionate access to education,

63“Jackie’s Son Killed,” 2.
64Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 250–1.
65Bob Johnson, “Jackie Robinson Reflects on Tragedy of Losing His Son,” Los Angeles Times, July 4, 1971, D3.

See also Jesse H. Walker, “Theatricals,” New York Amsterdam News, June 26, 1971, C8; “Robinson Lawn Concert
Benefits Drug Addicts,” New York Times, June 28, 1971, 40; “Jackie Jr. Lawn Concert 40G Success,” New York
Amsterdam News, July 3, 1971, A12; “Center Stages Memorial Concert for Jackie Jr.,” Baltimore Afro-American,
July 10, 1971, 10.

66Robinson, I Never Had It Made, 249. On the weight of losing his son, see his son, David, in Faith C. Christmas,
“Athlete’s Son Tells of Family Tragedy,” Chicago Defender, Oct. 25, 1972, 3. For more on the death of Jackie
Robinson, see “Special Section Dedicated in Memory of Jackie Robinson: Leaders Across the Country Salute ‘a
Sportsman,’” New York Amsterdam News, Oct. 28, 1972, E1; Bob Addie, “Jackie Robinson, First Black in Major
Leagues, Dies at 53,” Washington Post, Oct. 25, 1972, A1; A. S. “Doc” Young, “Jackie Robinson Is Dead:
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New York Times, Oct. 25, 1972, 53.
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inadequate healthcare, income inequality, racial profiling, racist drug laws—that contributed to
the social problems that many Black youths faced. In fact, his son’s firsthand encounter with the
criminal legal system was emblematic of Black youth encounters with a growing carceral state,
fueled by the War on Drugs, during the second half of the twentieth century.

This understudied part of Robinson’s biography offers a glimpse of the possibilities for
future research that can bring together two seemingly disparate histories, those of sports and
the carceral state. To examine the carceral boundaries that govern the sports world, we need
to be more attentive to how we research, write, and teach about the police in non-police
spaces—for example in stadiums and recreational centers or through the work of Police
Athletic League—as well as how non-police authorities have been empowered to carry out
police-like functions, such as professional sports league commissioners and other governing
sports bodies.

We also need to be, like Amira Rose Davis, “interested in histories of the bad, the messy, the
mean.”67 Prominent athletes, such as Jackie Robinson, have been written about in great depth
often because their biographies exemplify the best (read: progress) the United States has to
offer. But they can also provide a valuable lens to view the limits of triumphant sports histories,
similar to how Jackie Jr.’s story serves as a unique way to study the war on drugs. Or, as Theresa
Rundstedtler puts it in her article on college athletics and the war on drugs, “The broader war
on drugs and the exploitation of black ‘student athletes’ are not two separate phenomena, but
rather two sides of the same neoliberal, carceral coin.”68 As the legendary Chicago youth sport
authority Larry Hawkins told a reporter from Sports Illustrated in the early 1990s, “People at
the top of sports talk about the subject as if the bottom wasn’t there.”69 One way to foreground
the histories from “the bottom” is to recover and center the stories of the countless athletes
whose careers were cut short for whatever reasons, including run-ins with the expanding car-
ceral state.
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